Introduction
Software systems are now embedded in varied devices (mobile phones, PDAs, set-top boxes, ...). As their number and complexity increase, their sole management by humans becomes strenuous. Thus, software systems need to be able to manage themselves to free human administrators from some tasks. Such systems are qualified as autonomic systems [1] and are capable of managing their behavior and their relashionships with other systems. Generally, selfmanagement focuses on four main properties, known as the self-CHOP ones [1] : software components must selfconfigure to be ready to provide their services, whatever environment they are deployed in; they must self-heal to prevent deficiencies and correct them if they occur; they must self-optimize to maintain their quality of services according to environmental changes and they must selfprotect to resist to external disturbances.
These properties are neither thorough not well defined [2] . Thus, their fuzzy borders make the qualification of a system with these properties impossible. Nevertheless, all these high-level self-* properties have a common point: they require to intervene on the system by modifying its behavior, so that a self-* system cannot exist without self-adaptive possibilities. That is to say the same adaptation can be done with distinctive purposes related to different properties, e.g., "closing a communication channel" may aim at protecting the system against an intrusion or at optimizing the speed of an operation by limiting the number of requests. In that way, self-adaptation is the means to achieve a crucial intention expressed by autonomic properties.
Self-adaptation of component-based systems
Self-adaptation is the capability for a system to modify its behavior itself [3] . This adaptation is done at runtime on the system instance when environmental conditions change. Adaptation is then done in a transparent way preventing from service disruption. Self-adaptation implies that the system includes several functioning alternatives to adapt to different environments. A closed system requires that all these alternatives have been considered at design time in a thorough way. Conversely, an open system supports its extension after its deployment so that "patches" can be delivered.
In component-based systems (CBS), adaptation occurs at two levels:
• adapting at the component assembly level (a.k.a structural adaptation in [4] ) implies heavy structural modifications. A component of the system can be added, deleted or replaced by altering the links between components; it can also be moved from a running environment to another; • adapting at the component level (a.k.a behavioral adaptation in [4] ) is a lighter process which concerns modifications of the inside of components. This process can affect the component services, properties and/or algorithms. Self-adaptation of CBS supposes to be prepared at design time in order to be observed at runtime. This requires the system to respect strong architectural principles [5] in order to be endowed with self-adaptation capabilities.
of systems at design time. As they are often expressed with graphical languages, they ease the communication between the different software stakeholders (managers, designers, developers, ...). When used at runtime as a support for execution (a.k.a models@runtime), they attenuate the distance between specification and implementation (since modifications of the specification could be immediatly echoed at execution). Models are constrained by their metamodels which, as a first approximation, are models of models. A metamodel defines the "shape" of the models which must conform to this metamodel. So constrained, models allow the use of automatic techniques for verification, validation and code generation [7] .
In this paper, we propose to use models during the life cycle of an autonomic component-based system, from its specification to its execution and further evolutions. We especially present MOCAS (Model Of Components for Adaptive Systems), a generic component model for building self-adaptive component-based systems in order to realize autonomic properties. MOCAS fosters transparency of the adaptation for the component designer. It also fosters usability by using the same models for design and execution. It uses the UML modeling language and does not alter its semantics: the behavior of the components is specified by UML state machines whereas their structure is constrained by a UML profile. MOCAS relies on behavioral adaptation instead of structural adaptation, thus the system architecture is kept constant. The components are installed in a statebased container to become adaptive. The container intercepts and mediates adaptation to its wrapped component, which is not aware of the adaptation mechanisms.
In the next section, we lay down the requirements for building self-adaptive components. In section 3, we present the MOCAS component model and its particular design to foster adaptation. Then, section 4 emphasizes the structure of the control loop attached to a MOCAS component to make it self-adaptable. Section 5 examplifies MOCAS with the GridStix case study derived from [8] . Section 6 presents some approaches dealing with self-adaptation. We conclude in section 7 by summing up the MOCAS features.
Requirements for self-adaptive components
Enabling self-adaptation in a CBS requires that the CBS be aware of itself: this means that the CBS structure and behavior are defined, bounded and accessible in order to be modified. Then, a self-* enabled system, by definition, requires elements to perform a control loop (i.e. to sense the system, to decide what has to be done and to act on the system). Finally, since adaptation means modifying the system, its consistency must be guaranteed during and after its modification.
Making systems aware
For a system to be self-manageable, it requires to be aware of itself [9] . This awareness involves that the system knows not only its structure and behavior but also how its structure and behavior are designed. Looking at a component in a component-based system:
• A component has an external structure which defines how it is linked to other components and which exposes the services it provides and requires. A component has also a particular internal structure which describes its different internal parts; • A component has an external behavior which specifies the way by which third-party components have to use its different provided services (i.e. what the sequence of service calls, which the component acknowledges, is). It has an internal behavior which refers to what algorithms and data tranformations are performed when a service is invoked. Structural and behavioral descriptions of self-manageable systems are based on models. When knowing a model and its metamodel, one is able to look through the model (introspection capabilities), to modify it (intercession capabilities) and to validate modifications as the model must still respect its metamodel.
Building the control loop
The main approach in the software engineering community for building an autonomic system is to endow it with a control loop [10] . While in a classical system, the control loop is outside the system (e.g., a human administrator or a third-party piece of software monitors the system and decides which modifications to apply), in an autonomic system, all the elements to realize the control loop are inside the system. Refering to self-adaptive systems:
• some elements are devoted to identify when adaptation is needed, a.k.a sensors; typically, adaptation is required when the running system diverges from its specification [11] . This divergence is detected through invariant violations. Invariants are boolean conditions regarding the system properties which must hold true during the system lifetime; • some other elements decide what corrective actions to apply according to current environmental conditions and system state, a.k.a evaluators; the easiest and most used way to elect these actions is to rely on the eventcondition-action paradigm. Other approaches rely on utility functions or goal policies [12] ; • others finally apply the corrective actions, a.k.a effectors; they consist in putting the system in a state enabling it to be adapted and triggering some operations on the system, such as disconnecting components, introducing new ones and delivering updates.
Such control loops are designed at different levels:
• At the global level: a single control loop exists for the whole system. This implies a centralized control. If the control loop has a global knowledge of the system, it could operate a global orchestration. Nevertheless, a centralized control lacks of flexibility and does not scale; • At the local level: each autonomic element owns its control loop [1] . Because having a global knowledge is not realistic, coordination of the different control loops is required to maintain the system consistency. In contrast to centralized control, decentralized one is more resilient to failures. In self-adaptive CBS, software engineering challenges are to define at which level the control loop must be designed, then, what the interactions between the elements of the control loop are in order to ensure a consistent adaptation.
Ensuring consistent adaptation
Self-adaptation is a critical process because it alters a system and so may corrupt this system. Moreover, self-adaptive systems are out of human control when they are embedded in devices. Thus, self-adaptation must be managed to offer assurances regarding its operations:
• adaptation must preserve the identity of the system, i.e. adaptation is endomorphic: in the context of CBS, the model of the component system still conforms to its metamodel after adaptation; • adaptation must preserve the consistency of the system, i.e. invariants must still hold true after adaptation [13] ; • adaptation must be operated when the system is quiescent, i.e. the component to be adapted must not be engaged in any transaction [13] .
• adaptation must be alive, i.e. when an adaptation is required, it must happen to prevent the system state from turning sour. Furthermore, the adaptation process must be terminable: adaptation of a component can require adaptation of another component, this must not lead to an endless cycle. Ensuring adaptation of different components in a software system requires more sophisticated means of communication than a simple exchange of messages. The stability of a component can be threatened by the adaptation of other components. To prevent from this, a component must be at least informed of the adaptation of others. It must have the possibility to inhibit their adaptation and to exhibit its own adaptation solution. Thus, adaptation must be coordinated in order to ensure the stability of the whole system [10] .
The MOCAS component model
MOCAS is a state-based component model which enables to build open self-adaptive CBS. MOCAS components exist in three flavors: business MOCAS components [11] , adaptive MOCAS components and autonomic MOCAS components. We briefly present business MOCAS components in order to apprehend the two other flavors described here. Then we detail adaptive MOCAS components which support the introduction of new behaviors while they are running. In section 4, we present autonomic MOCAS components which modify their behavior themselves.
Business MOCAS components
A business MOCAS component receives and sends signals. It owns business properties (known as the MOCASProperties) and performs internal business actions (specified in the MOCASActions interface). Internal actions are computations and data transformations related to business properties. The MOCASFunctionalContext is the class which implements these actions inside the component. The behavior of a MOCAS component is specified with a UML state machine (known as the MOCASBehavior). The component embeds at runtime this state machine in order to realize its behavior.
The state machine is a set of states connected by transitions. A transition is labelled with an input signal, a guard and effects. The transition is triggered when the matching input signal is received and its guard (a boolean expression) is true. Effects are internal actions which are performed and signals which are sent when the transition is triggered. A state is labelled with internal actions as entry, do and exit actions which are respectively performed when the state is entered, while it is active and when it is leaved. A state is also labelled with an invariant. Invariants and guards are boolean conditions related to the business properties and specified with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) from the Object Management Group (OMG). An invariant must hold true while its owning state is active.
The component designer has the responsibility to specify meaningful states according to the component operating mode. As a clue, a state can be a value of a business property which has been discretized or a milestone in the acknowledge sequence of input signals (i.e. the component protocol). Each input signal is processed according to the runto-completion cycle of the state machine. When a signal incomes, it is put at the end of the component message queue waiting for to be processed. Only one signal is processed at a 
Adaptive MOCAS component
To become adaptive, a business MOCAS component is installed in the MOCAS container (Fig. 1) . The container is a wrapper for a component and mediates interaction between the business component and its environment. It also respects the MOCAS component model and relies on state machine mechanisms to manage the adaptation process. Adaptation is a service provided by the container and is triggered by the reception of the AdaptMOCASComponent signal. This signal is queued like any other business signal until the ongoing run-to-completion cycle of the component is ended. Thus, adaptation is transparent for the other components, since communications are not interrupted, and for the component designer, which has not to be aware of the adaptation mechanisms. The container state machine uses: 
Ensuring consistent adaptation in MOCAS
A MOCAS component requires adaptation when its state invariants are violated. In order to verify the consistency of an adaptation, the container checks some pre and post conditions :
• pre-conditions: 1) the new MOCASProperties set must be an extension of the old property set (guard ArePropertiesConsistent in Fig. 1 ). Properties can not be deleted in order to keep the do actions which use them running; 2) the new MOCASFunctionalContext must implement all the MOCASActions which label transitions and states of the MOCASBehavior (guard IsContextConsistent in Fig. 1 ); 3) the new MOCASBehavior must hold the same state hierarchy which was lastly active in the old behavior, i.e. the last active state configuration is retained in the new behavior (guard IsBehaviorConsistent in Fig. 1 ). After adaptation, the component can refuse some old signals and can accept new ones.
• post-condition: active states which own invariants must have their invariants to hold true. If one invariant is false, the component is inconsistent and further adaptation must be performed. 
Supported operations

Self-adaptation of MOCAS components
Each autonomic MOCAS component (AMC) is endowed with a control loop enabling its self-adaptation so that the operations described above can be self-performed. We first present the control loop elements and then how they coordinate.
Elements of the control loop
A control loop enables to automatically perform an adaptation when it is required, according to the specified policy (see the MOCAS evaluator description). The control loop is constituted by different elements linked to the AMC enabling its monitoring, its evaluation and its adaptation as described later. The AMC specializes the adaptive MOCAS component to enable the control loop dynamic construction (Fig. 2) .
The MOCAS sensor is an adaptive MOCAS component. It is linked at runtime to only one AMC, which can own several sensors. It can monitor CPU load, memory usage, signal reception, property change and much more. Although its behavior is specializable on demand, a generic design is depicted in the figure 3. The designer has to refine the Started state to specify the derived behavior. Its behavior is whether proactive-the sensor polls the system continuously (and so increases the load of the system) to anticipate system needs-or reactive-the sensor is activated only when a specific signal occurs. If an internal exception occurs when the AMC processes a signal, it sends a Failure signal to its attached sensors. When the sensor detects an abnormal event, it issues a signal to the aggregator of the AMC that it is linked to. The sensor can be disabled by sending it a StopMOCASSensor signal in order to stop reporting events. This saves resources, prevents signals from being sent when they are meaningless in particular environments and prevents the system from entering into an infinite cycle as evoked in section 2.3.
The MOCAS aggregator centralizes information coming from its attached sensors and can dispatch this information to the aggregators of other AMCs. As the aggregator is also an adaptive MOCAS component, its behavior can dynamically evolve to deal with further signals sent by its sensors. By default, all the signals it receives are transmitted to the evaluator (cf next paragraph). As other AMCs can also be interested in them, they can subscribe to the AMC to listen to its signals.
The MOCAS evaluator is an adaptive MOCAS component. It keeps and monitors the adaptation policy of the AMC that it is linked to. An adaptation policy is a state machine which defines the operating mode of the AMC according to environmental conditions. An operating mode is modeled by a state which triggers effectors when it is activated. The evaluator intercepts incoming signals before they are processed by the AMC. It checks if the operating mode is still adapted to environmental conditions according to the policy and the signals. If not, it switches to a more appropriate one. As the evaluator is an adaptive component, new adaptation policies can be delivered by 5 ) must be refined with a state machine describing the adaptation policy.
The MOCAS effector is an object which realizes reconfiguration actions such as the ones described in section 3.4 (rollback, functional context replacement, ...). The effector designer specifies the actions and the properties that the effector needs to achieve these actions. The effector has access to the properties of the AMC to which it is attached and the ones of the signal which initiates the adaptation process. An effector is not interruptible: once the effector starts, the process must be achieved. If a failure occurs during the adaptation process, a sensor can detect this failure. Then a new adaptation process can try to fix the previous one. The designer must guarantee that the process is terminable (e.g. by specifying a maximum number of failure detections or by specifying that all possible solutions have been tested,...).
Coordinating adaptation of MOCAS components
The coordination mechanism of a MOCAS system requires that the AMCs be linked by their aggregators (cf. section 4.1). Once linked, an AMC offers two different ways to inform other AMCs about its adaptation:
• the reactive way: it directly informs others about its adaptation like in a chain reaction. Then, they can trigger their own self-adaptation process but they cannot interrupt the one of the AMC issuing the signal. This implies that the components be linked in a hierarchic way to prevent from cycles. This kind of coordination is more appropriate when the adaptation of an AMC is a direct consequence of another one; • the negotiated way: each time an AMC wants to adapt, the most appropriate adaptation policy is negociated, decided and enacted by other cooperating AMCs using negociation protocols and models [14] . This kind of coordination is more appropriate when AMCs have to impact on the adaptation of another one, e.g. by inhibiting or driving it.
Position according to taxonomies
If we refer to the taxonomy proposed in [15] , MOCAS supports all the three kinds of adaptation they enumerate:
• in a one-point adaptation, the quiescent state from which the adaptation can start is explicitly specified. By default in MOCAS, all the states of the component are quiescent. By adding an "in state" condition to the guard attached to the internal transition of the container, this set is restrained. Indeed, an "in state" statement specifies which states need to be active to process the adaptation. This guard remains consistent after adaptation because the adaptation retains the active state configuration (cf. section 3.3); • in a guided adaptation, a degraded mode enabling to reach the quiescent state is defined. In MOCAS, this is feasible thanks to the evaluator. Indeed, it enables to specify a rule which traps a particular signal. Thus the related service is disabled and a particular quiescent state can be reached; • in an overlap adaptation, different components must be adapted at the same time and thus need to coordinate. The aggregator enables such an adaptation by defining a cause-effect relashionship with the subscription mechanism. Thus, other components are aware of what happens in the component to which they have subscribed.
Applying MOCAS to the GridStix example
We have applied the MOCAS component model in a prototype of the GridStix case study developed at Lancaster University [8] . This case study has already been used for testing adaptive models in [16] . It specifies a wireless sensor network aimed at predicting floods of rivers. The sensor network is constituted of several GridStix sensor nodes which are spread along the river for surveillance. Each node supports the modification of its role and adapts its behavior according to environmental conditions.
Specification of MOCAS components
Components are specified with UML models conforming to the MOCAS component model. Their designer specifies their MOCAS flavor by applying the related MOCAS stereotype (Fig. 2) , their business properties, their statemachine and their internal actions.
A GridStix node relies on several components to operate and to make predictions (cf Fig. 6 ):
• the battery component monitors the charge of the battery and so is a MOCAS sensor; the depth sensor component is also stereotyped MOCAS sensor; • the flow speed sensor component has two operating modes (speed measure with a camera or with ultrasound) and a business property invariant (speed is always positive) that we want to monitor, so it is an autonomic MOCAS component; Figure 6 . The different components of a GridStix node 
Specification of policies
GridStix nodes have major constraints to deal with: their limited battery lifetime which must be maximized, the hostile environment in which they are deployed and their closed nature (i.e. no new features can be added after deployment). Since nodes are prone to failure, reconfiguration must occur to maintain the services of the network. The node must adapt its behavior to face these constraints and operate differently according to its energy level, its depth and the speed of the flow by adjusting its CPU speed, choosing another routing algorithm and switching its communication support. Based on [16] , a policy describing three operating modes (Fig. 7) is embedded in the GridStixNode component's evaluator to self-optimize and self-heal:
• The Normal operating mode, whose goal is to save energy, when flow speed is below 3 meters per second and no flood is predicted: communications are done by Bluetooth; routing algorithm is based on a shortest-path algorithm; the process unit runs at its lowest speed; • the Alert operating mode, whose goal is a balance between energy saving and prediction accuracy, when flow speed is above 3 meters per second and no flood is predicted: communications are done by WiFi; routing algorithm is based on a shortest-path algorithm; the process unit runs at middle speed; • the Emergency operating mode, whose goals are to maintain network topology on failure and to make accurate predictions, when flow speed is above 3 meters per second and a flood is predicted: if the node is above water, communications are done by WiFi; if the node is under water, communications are done by GPRS; routing algorithm is based on a fewest-hop algorithm; the process unit runs at its full speed; Figure 7 . The adaptation policy of a GrixStix node Figure 8 . The CommunicationSupport component specification
The flow speed sensor component has an invariant which must hold true during all its operations (speedValue > 0). If it is violated, its current operating mode (ultrasound or camera speed measure) is considered as failed. In that case, the policy switches the component to its other operating mode. If the invariant is violated again, the policy stops the component.
These policies exemplify different types of behavioral adaptation related to self-optimization:
• tuning of properties by setting different values for the CPU speed; • replacement of algorithms by switching routing algorithm implemented in the functional context; • replacement of triggered actions by switching the communication mode.
Adaptation of behavior
As an example, we consider the CommunicationSupport component specification in figures 8 & 9: the input signal FloodPrediction with the isFlooded property triggers an internal action which sends the value of the isFlooded property to another component; FloodPrediction is an output signal matching a required service of the GridStixNode component. The state machines in figure 9 describe the three CommunicationSupport component behavior variants. Each variant 
Coordination of GridStixNode components
The GridStixNode autonomic component of each sensor node is linked, if they exist, to the one of an upstream node and a downstream node. When the CommunicationSupport component tries to send a message to a failed node, an exception is thrown. This exception is caught by the autonomic component which issues a Failure signal to its sensors. The signal is forwarded by the aggregator in a reactive way. The nodes which have subscribed to it can update their network representation and the routing algorithm properties. When the negociated coordination mechanism is enabled and when adaptation is required, the autonomic component first asks other components if they agree with its adaptation. Practically, if a node wants to switch to a normal operating mode, it first asks its upstream and downstream nodes if they agree. If one disagrees because its own sensors reveal that emergency is still required, the adaptation process is canceled.
As they rely on state machine models and UML profiles, MOCAS components are meant to be developed in CASE To that purpose, we have developped a plug-in for the Eclipse-based TopCased platform [17] . TopCased is an open-source project chiefly dedicated to the conception of embedded systems for aeronautics by putting forward the use of models. Eclipse already has a strong support for models thanks to their modeling framework (EMF) and their implementation of the UML metamodel. TopCased adds to it a lot of plug-ins supporting specification of OCL constraints [18] , code generation, model verification and validation. Thereby, a TopCased plug-in has been developed to allow the specification of MOCAS components with the UML profiles introduced above. The designer specifies the state machine, internal actions, business properties and invariants. After verifying and validating the models, he generates the Java code corresponding to the structure of each component according to the applied stereotype. Then the developer implements the internal actions in the functional context.
A MOCAS component embeds at runtime the state machine describing its behavior. The state machine is loaded from the XMI file [19] generated by TopCased and is executed in the component thanks to the MOCAS engine 1 . The MOCAS engine is a Java library which supports several UML state machine features such as orthogonal, submachine, history and final states, completion transitions, call operation and send signal actions, hierarchy of signals, guards and invariants. The first idea when designing the MOCAS engine was to rely on the JavaBeans component model, JavaBeans properties and Java reflexive capabilities. Thus, the elements used by the MOCAS engine are Java classes with a no-parameter public constructor and getter/setter to access properties. All the MOCAS stereotypes are realized by a class whose name is the same than the stereotype and which extends the EMF class matching the UML metamodel elements extended by the stereotype. As an exemple, the MOCASSignal stereotype is realized as shown in table 1. Then, all the signals processed by the state machine engine have to extend the MOCASSignal class. Moreover, the MOCAS engine also exists for the Java mobile platform thanks to a partial J2ME implementation of the UML metamodel 2 . As reflexive mechanisms are not available in this mobile environment, each MOCAS class has an attached class describing the methods which can be invoked.
Related work
Many approaches focus on structural adaptation by breaking the links between components [3] , [20] , others propose hot swapping of object references [21] , tuning of parameters [22] , specialization of behavior [23] . [16] emphasizes structural adaptation capabilities with the GridStix case study. The authors reconfigure the system architecture according to several preexisting architectural variants. Architectural models describe the variants, orthogonal variability models link the variants of one component and transition diagrams orchestrate them. The models allow generation of scripts specifying the system structure. On the contrary, MOCAS highlights behavioral adaptation: architecture is preserved whereas internal parts of components are changed. Thus, there is only one view of the system. Models are not only used for code generation of the component structure but also embedded in the component for realizing its behavior and for managing it.
Specification of a self-adaptive system traditionally requires multiple formalisms: architecture description languages to describe the structural adaptation of the component system, process algebric languages to describe the behavior, a set of on-event-do-action rules to describe the adaptation policy, other ones to express constraints on the system like the quiescent states [13] and invariants to check the integrity of the system [3] . With the development of MDE, self-adaptive systems are more convenient to specify, in such a way that they gain in usability. One of our goals was to exploit MDE techniques to provide a solution for self-adaptation using one language. All the models used in MOCAS are designed with UML, the different software stakeholders do not have to deal with several modeling languages. State machines models decribe the different behaviors of one component. They are also used to describe the adaptation policy which enables fine-grained control over the component behavior such as tuning of properties.
[15] also relies on MDE to allow automated analysis and code generation. The behavior of components is specified with state-based models. Quiescent states of an adaptation are explicitly designed among states of a source behavior and mapped to states of a target behavior. Nevertheless, the approach is not dynamic because an adaptation scenario is scripted at design time and is not mutable at runtime. Invariants are also used but in a different way : they are related to safety and liveness constraints about the system behavior, are specified with temporal logic and are checked at design time to validate the modeled system behavior. In MOCAS, all states are quiescent by default. Each component has its own invariants defined in relation with its business properties. These invariants are easily specifiable in OCL by any designers. They are easier to check at runtime than invariants related to safety properties since they are local to the component and are not concerned by the state explosion problem.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduce MOCAS, a generic component model for building self-adaptive component-based systems. MOCAS uses the UML modeling language and does not alter its semantics: the behavior of the components is specified by UML state machines whereas their structure is constrained by the defined UML profile. MOCAS relies on behavioral adaptation instead of structural adaptation, thus the system architecture is kept constant. The components are installed in a state-based container to become adaptive. The container intercepts and mediates adaptation to its wrapped component, which is not aware of the adaptation mechanisms. Thus adaptation is fully transparent for the wrapped component. In addition, the container monitors the component business invariants and ensures consistent adaptations by checking pre and post conditions during the adaptation process. Each autonomic component is endowed with a control loop enabling its self-adaptation in a decentralized way. Selfadaptation policies are specified thanks to state machine models, locally to each autonomic component and can be changed at runtime. An autonomic component is aware of the adaptation of other components by subscribing to them. In that way, it can adapt itself as a consequence of the adaptation of other components and drive their adaptation.
The use of UML models and profiles have clearly improved the way to design, develop and administrate such adaptable systems. This allows to profit from model driven engineering (MDE) techniques to limit errors in design and to speed up the development process. For that purpose, a plugin has been developped for the Eclipse-based TopCased platform [17] to support MOCAS. This CASE (ComputerAided Software Engineering) tool allows to validate the structure of models, to simulate state machine models and to generate Java code of MOCAS components against the applied stereotype. Finally, as MOCAS is embedded in the application layer, it does not rely on external middleware for execution.
The next step is to study how our approach scales. We will particularly focus on the memory and performance burden introduced by embedding models, wrapping components into containers and communicating by protocols. We will quantify how behavioral adaptation counterbalances the overload induced by the container.
Self-adaptation of the whole assembly of components is made possible thanks to coordination mechanisms. Nevertheless, more complex negociation models need to be studied to fulfill a real cooperation of the different components. Finally, we want to investigate the support for more elaborate policies (e.g. utility functions) than the current state-based one.
